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JULY 2017 CALENDAR 
NatioNal Black Family moNth

Social WellNeSS moNth

WorldWide Bereaved PareNtS moNth

1-7- National Unassisted Homebirth Week (US)
2- World UFO Day 
4- Independence Day (US)
9- Martyrdom of the Bab (Baha’i)
11- St Benedict Day (Catholic Christian)
13- Ulambana - Obon (Buddhist)
16-22- National Parenting Gifted Children Week
17- Disneyland Day (US)
18- National Caviar Day (US)
20- Space Exploration Day (US)
23- Khordad Sal (Zoroastrian)
24- Pioneer Day (Mormon Christian)
25- St. James the Great Day (Christian)
26- Americans With Disabilities Day (US)
27- National Intern Day (US)
30- Father-In-Law Day (US)

Mustard patches and boiled garlic:    
folk remedies & cultural competence
by Elena Morrow, MIS Manager

In my work as a community educator, I often 
ask my audience for their definition of cultural 
competence.  We live in a world with hundreds of 
languages, nations, and communities within each 
nation.  It is an impossible task to know every 
single cultural belief and practice in every single 
community, be it small or large.  Even seasoned 
medical interpreters, who have seen it all & heard 
it all, at times are surprised by the remedies 
patients use and health-related beliefs they hold. 
Ask a Ukrainian grandma, wise with age and 
proficient in folk remedies, and you will learn that 
drinking pepper horilka (vodka) is a panacea, and 
that eating garlic and onions will help kill viruses.  
It’s common for societies to develop their own 
unique healing practices over the course of many 
hundreds of years. My home country of Ukraine 
is no exception. While there is a great number 
of modern medications available in drug stores, 
other remedies are often readily available, and 
often worth a try.
Folk medicine is an organic part of Ukraine, a 
country whose identity has always been bound 
to its land and vegetation.  And even after 
Christianity took hold in Kiev as early as 988, 
the ordinary people’s healing traditions stayed 
on.  While you would have to visit some of 
Ukraine’s most secret, rural places to find people 
still practicing pagan rituals today, even urban 
Ukrainians follow many bits of folk medicine.
Here are some examples of folk remedies still 
practiced today. For a stuffed nose: chop up some 
garlic and boil it in a pan, then stand over it and 
breathe in the fumes. A cold can be treated with 
honey, lemon and hot tea.  Hurting feet can be 
soothed by immersion in a hot water and mustard 
solution. A sore throat can be cured by pressing a 
cloth soaked in warm water and cognac against it.  
For hiccups: rub mustard, vinegar or something 
else acidic on your tongue, and try to hold it in 
your mouth for ten minutes without spitting it 
out.  For chest congestion: prepare a poultice 
of mustard and onions, place on bare skin, and 
keep it there overnight. (Interestingly, pharmacies 
in Ukraine sell mustard patches, which can be 
activated by hot water & placed on bare skin with 
the same effect.)  For ulcers: mix a shot of hard 

liquor with a raw egg and shoot the mixture.  For 
a fever: stand before bedtime in ankle-deep 
hot water while drinking tea spiked with honey 
and alcohol.  In addition, a shot of hard liquor 
is considered to be a fine cure for an upset 
stomach. 
Ukrainians simply don’t reach for pills and 
pharmaceutical remedies as fast as Westerners 
do. On our trip to Ukraine some years ago, my 
five year old son complained of an ear ache.  
Here in the US I would have taken him to the 
clinic to get some antibiotics, as he was prone 
to ear infections.  In my hometown, however, my 
friend’s mother (who was a nurse), proceeded to 
insert a piece of yarn soaked in boric alcohol into 
his ear several times a day. She explained to me 
that her goal was to create a heating compress 
for the inner ear. Amazingly, this remedy worked, 
and the ear ache went away in a few days.  
Observing this treatment, I was comforting myself 
with the thought that my parents used many 
remedies on me when I was little, such as the 
cupping technique and the mustard patches, and 
I survived!
Culturally competent care in Western medicine 
encompasses healthcare services that are 
respectful of and responsive to the health beliefs, 
practices and cultural/linguistic needs of patients. 
The best advice in the delivery of culturally 
competent care is to always ask your patient a set 
of simple questions: 
•  what does the patient believe is the root of his/
her illness? 
•  how is this illness treated in patient’s culture? 
•  who is the decision maker in this family or for 
this patient?
Culture influences our understanding of health, 
healing & wellness, diseases & their causes, 
patient behavior, and attitudes toward healthcare 
providers. When we encounter patients who 
refuse to drink iced water for the fear of 
developing a sore throat, we need to understand 
that most likely they come from a culture, where 
iced drinks are not commonly used. Sometimes 
offering a cup of tea or warm water instead of ice 
chips may become your small bridge to building a 
successful relationship. 
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Bahá’i Holy Day – July 9 – Martyrdom of the Báb

All across the Western United State, Mormons are honoring the first Latter-day Saints 
who crossed the plains and mountains to reach the Valley of the Great Salt Lake. Every 
July 24, they celebrate Pioneer Day with old-fashioned picnics featuring lots of games 
for the children, foot races, horse races, dances, speeches, and parades. But unlike 
some Western pioneer celebrations, these are not exercises in nostalgia as fleeting as 
mid-summer. 
For the Saints, the anniversary of the day Brigham Young first looked out from the 
mouth of Emigration Canyon and concluded the Great Salt Lake Valley was the place 
for the Saints to stop their westward trek, isn’t simply an excuse for a festival.  Pioneer 
Day celebrations are religious rituals that remind members of the LDS faith community 
of a signal event in their past.  Just as Passover prompts members of the Jewish 
community to remember the Hebrews’ successful escape from Egypt, so Pioneer Day 
reminds Latter-day Saints of what their forebears accomplished. 
Curiously, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints does not recognize Pioneer 
Day as a holy day. But July 24 is a state holiday in Utah. The result is a blending of the 
sacred and secular. Whenever Latter-day Saints remember and honor the sacrificial 
struggles of the first Utah pioneers, they draw spiritual sustenance from the celebration.
For a long time, Pioneer Day activities outside the intermountain region concentrated 
on honoring the pioneers who survived the rigors of the Mormon Trail. During social 
gatherings, firesides, and special church services, talks about the sufferings and 
successes of the pioneers were sometimes accompanied by reenactments of the trek. 
Converts from overseas came in for special mention, of course. But what was being 
celebrated was the building of the Mormon kingdom in the tops of the mountains.  

In the mountain West, Pioneer Day long had the effect of sustaining an unofficial pattern 
of stratification within Mormon culture that placed the members of families who came to 

the region during the early 
decades of LDS settlement 
in the area above those 
who came later. This 
pattern is gradually being 
altered, and one reason 
may be that Pioneer 
Day is undergoing a 
transformation. 
The agent of change is 
an expansion of the idea 
of what being a Mormon 
pioneer means. Instead of 
simply honoring long-
deceased pioneer heroes 
and heroines, today’s Saints in the mountain West and outside it are being asked to be 
pioneers themselves by doing something special to build up Mormonism in these latter 
days--perhaps being the first member of one’s family to go on a mission, being a leader 
of a branch of the church in an area where the church has not before had an organized 
unit, or serving the church in some other way that demands sacrifice and courage. 
Looking at it this way reveals that the hoopla is not all there is to Pioneer Day. A closer 
look at this celebration reveals a larger truth about the Latter-day Saints: nowadays all 
sorts of things are changing within Mormonism. The transformation of the idea of what it 
means to be a pioneer will surely help dissolve what amounted to a caste system within 
the Mormon community. But as the meaning of being a pioneer is being transformed 
rather than de-emphasized or discarded, Pioneer Day is likely to retain its significance 
as both a holy day and a holiday.

On July 9, Baha’is around the world 
commemorate the date in 1850 that the Báb 
- one of two main figures in the founding of 
their Faith - was executed by a firing squad in 
Iran, then called Persia.
The Báb, whose name means “gate” in 
Arabic, had declared in 1844 that He was a 
messenger of God sent to prepare the way for 
the long-awaited promised one of all religions 

who would come to establish an age of universal 
peace. In 1863 Baha’u’llah announced publicly that He was that promised one.     
The Báb attracted tens of thousands of followers, and the unease and commotion 
created by His message led the authorities to put him to death on a charge of heresy. 
He and a disciple who begged to share His martyrdom were executed by a firing 

squad of 750 soldiers in a public square in Tabriz. 
The remains of the Báb were rescued by His followers from a ditch near the execution 
site and were carefully hidden in Iran for nearly half a century.
In 1899, at the behest of ‘Abdu’l-Baha, the remains were transported - under great 
threat from civil and religious authorities and others - by way of Isfahan, Kirmanshah, 
Baghdad and Damascus, to Beirut and then by sea to Acre north of Haifa where 
‘Abdu’l-Baha lived.
‘Abdu’l-Baha hid the remains for another decade before presiding over an emotional 
ceremony on Mount Carmel where he himself placed the sacred trust at a specially 
prepared site that had been designated by Baha’u’llah for the final resting place of 
the Báb.  Much later, an exquisite shrine with a golden dome was built over the tomb. 
This building has become one of the best known landmarks of northern Israel and is a 
place of pilgrimage for Baha’is from all over the world.  
Article by: Patricia Tanrioger, Training Analyst, IT Education, UC Davis Health System

Source: www.beliefnet.com

Pioneer Day: A Religious Ritual Wrapped in a Civic Event

History of Independence Day
The history of Independence Day 2017 dates back to the 18th century and the 
American Revolution (1775-83). In June 1776, representatives of the 13 colonies 
then fighting in the revolutionary struggle weighed a resolution that would declare 
independence of the United States from Great Britain. On July 2, the legal 
separation of the Thirteen Colonies from Great Britain occurred, when the Second 
Continental Congress voted to approve a resolution of independence that had been 
proposed by Richard Henry Lee of Virginia. Two days later its delegates adopted the 
Declaration of Independence, a historic document drafted by Thomas Jefferson, John 
Adams, and Benjamin Franklin.

Historians have long disputed whether Congress actually 
signed the Declaration of Independence on July 4 and most 
have concluded that the Declaration was signed nearly a 
month after its adoption, on August 2, 1776, and not on July 

4 as it is commonly believed. The holiday remains to be celebrated on the fourth of 
July. Coincidentally, both John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, the only signers of the 
Declaration of Independence later to serve as Presidents of the United States, died 
on the same day: July 4, 1826, which was the 50th anniversary of the Declaration. 

https://www.calendar-365.com/holidays/independence-day.html


